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Dale leads the tip of the spear in developing new business for OWL ESG, Inc, a provider of financial data,

research, & indexes whose mission is to make the world a better place by helping clients integrate alternative

datasets (i.e. Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) data) into their investment strategies for increased

sustainability & performance. His unique, deep background for close to 3 decades is founded in portfolio

management and institutional investing. This deep experience provides clients & new prospects access to

invaluable knowledge based on his experience to understand the needs of others whether investors or portfolio

managers based on his experience in securities/research analysis and the world of institutional investing.

Dale’s career includes working for both large asset managers like Columbia Threadneedle and Liberty Asset

Management as well as smaller, regional asset managers & hedge funds. As part of a 2-person investment team

he managed a multi-billion-dollar portfolio organized as part of 3 target risk funds within a daily valued
corporate 401(k) DC plan employing a pension plan philosophy utilizing 80 ‘best in class’ component
institutional investment strategies of traditional and alternative asset classes (Private Equity, Hedge Funds and
Private Real Estate); a first of its kind.

Dale’s consultative approach has allowed him to successfully develop global sales for OWL ESG, Inc., a provider of

financial data, research, & indexes whose mission is to make the world a better place by helping clients integrate

alternative data sets like ESG data, into their investment strategies for increased sustainability, performance,

compliance, and risk analysis.

Dale is a proud proponent of ESG investing’s application for making the world a better place for our children and

future generations. Dale spends his personal time relaxing in Lakeway, Texas (suburb of Austin), traveling and

spending time with his family, including his best friend Cozmo (a Golden Labrador) and enjoys passing time with

his collection of Electric Blue Discus (tropical fish). He is an avid hiker, scuba diver and proponent of protecting

our world’s oceans; specifically reversing the bleaching of the world’s coral reefs. Dale proudly invests in
companies that promote diversity and equity (esp. in the C-Suite). As a husband of an executive and father of 2
beautiful women that are early in their careers in Medicine & Business, diversity and equity is a topic that is not
only important but deeply personal to him.


